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Evolveum is a globally recognized EU-based organization that was established in 2011. With its dedicated team of professionals, Evolveum is the creator 

and maintainer of the leading open source identity platform, midPoint. The feature set covering identity governance and administration makes midPoint an 

ideal choice for organizations seeking digital transformation to enhance security and efficiency. 
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https://evolveum.com/partners/ebz/

eBZ is a highly skilled Brazilian services company focused on open source software 

that provides consulting, design, implementation, development, capacity planning, and 

support for Identity and Access Management, LDAP directories, and complex 

integrations.

What can an organization that is considering working with you expect from your cooperation?
Total commitment and care. When I founded the company, I aimed to offer secure and practical solutions for organizations, 

providing a high return and protecting their investment. We build solutions with outstanding open source software that are 

modern and easy to maintain.

What do you appreciate the most about working with midPoint?
MidPoint is the best in its class, constantly evolving at a strong and steady pace for the right reasons. Its roadmap reflects MidPoint is the best in its class, constantly evolving at a strong and steady pace for the right reasons. Its roadmap reflects 

how much care is put into attending to customers and the community, who, through support subscriptions and feature 

sponsorships, help midPoint’s evolution and continuity.

What was the most exciting midPoint project you worked on?
It was an IdM solution replacement that was fully delivered in 20 days. The customer had a closed source IdM and was It was an IdM solution replacement that was fully delivered in 20 days. The customer had a closed source IdM and was 

desperate with license locks and had spent months dealing with many technical problems. MidPoint worked excellently, and 

we had over 20K identities of four different types synced, provisioning was fully automated, and even connectors were 

customized. It wouldn't have been possible to meet the deadline with closed source software.

eBZ is an experienced midPoint integrator operating 
on the Brazilian market. Guilherme Monteiro, the owner 
of the company, will tell us more about their approach, 
views, and experience with midPoint. 
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